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Childhood cancer is rare

• What is rare?
• Prevalence <50/100 000 population (EU definition)
• Affecting less than 200 000 people (US Orphan Drug Act of 1983)
• Incidence less than 6 per 100 000 persons per year (RARECARE)
• Incidence less than 2 per 100 00 per year (NCRI IRCI)

• By any definition, childhood cancer is rare
• 71% cancer under 20 years is rare 

DeSantis, C. E., Kramer, J. L. & Jemal, A. The burden of rare cancers in the United States. CA Cancer J Clin 67, 261-272, (2017).



Childhood cancer is different from cancer at other ages

340 000 cases per year 1800 cases per year 2300 cases per year



The highest incidence rates for all 
children's cancers combined are in 
the under-fives for both sexes, 
with almost half (46%) of all cases 
in children being diagnosed in this 
age group (UK, 2015-2017)

There has been a 15% increase in 
incidence since the 1990sCopyright ©2020 ACCO. All Rights Reserved.

A GP with an average list size may see 2 children with cancer in a working lifetime 

https://www.acco.org/


All Childhood Cancers: 1988-1997
World Age-Standardised Incidence Rates per Million Population, Children (0-14), Europe



Cancer remains single commonest cause of death for children aged 1-15 years

Table 1: Percentage of childhood deaths by underlying cause, England and Wales, 
2016

ICD-10 code Underlying cause group %

C00-D48 Neoplasms (cancers)                                20.6

U509, V01-Y89
External causes of morbidity and 
mortality 16.4

J00-J99 Diseases of the respiratory system 10.8

G00-G99 Diseases of the nervous system 10.3

Q00-Q99
Congenital malformations, deformations 
and chromosomal abnormalities 10.0

Source: Office for National Statistics

Statistical bulletin:Child mortality in England 
and Wales: 2016



Paediatric malignancies

Gatta et al, Lancet Oncol 2014



Increase in the Number of Children (aged 0-14) Alive Ten Years After Their Cancer Diagnosis, Great Britain, 
1971-2010

Source: cruk.org/cancerstats

You are welcome to reuse this Cancer Research UK statistics content for your own work. Credit us as authors by referencing Cancer Research UK as the primary source. 
Suggested style: Cancer Research UK, full URL of the page, Accessed [month] [year]. 
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Abstract

Background: Questions remain about the strength and shape of the dose-response rela-
tionship between fruit and vegetable intake and risk of cardiovascular disease, cancer
and mortality, and the effects of specific types of fruit and vegetables. We conducted a
systematic review and meta-analysis to clarify these associations.
Methods: PubMed and Embase were searched up to 29 September 2016. Prospective
studies of fruit and vegetable intake and cardiovascular disease, total cancer and all-
cause mortality were included. Summary relative risks (RRs) were calculated using a ran-
dom effects model, and the mortality burden globally was estimated; 95 studies (142
publications) were included.
Results: For fruits and vegetables combined, the summary RR per 200 g/day was 0.92 [95%
confidence interval (CI): 0.90–0.94, I2! 0%, n! 15] for coronary heart disease, 0.84 (95% CI:
0.76–0.92, I2!73%, n!10) for stroke, 0.92 (95% CI: 0.90–0.95, I2!31%, n!13) for cardiovas-
cular disease, 0.97 (95% CI: 0.95–0.99, I2!49%, n!12) for total cancer and 0.90 (95% CI:
0.87–0.93, I2!83%, n!15) for all-cause mortality. Similar associations were observed for
fruits and vegetables separately. Reductions in risk were observed up to 800 g/day for all
outcomes except cancer (600 g/day). Inverse associations were observed between the intake
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The European Prospective Investigation of 
Cancer, Norfolk (EPIC-Norfolk)

http://www.srl.cam.ac.uk/epic/

Smoking

38% cancers in UK 
preventable (CRUK)

http://www.srl.cam.ac.uk/epic/
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Table 1

Results of selected meta-analyses of environmental risk factors and childhood ALL.

Exposure Time period N studies Findings Ref

Maternal alcohol use Pregnancy 10 No association of any alcohol use during pregnancy with ALL [mOR* = 1.10 (0.93-1.29) (11)

Maternal coffee use Pregnancy 5 Small association of any coffee consumption during pregnancy with ALL [mOR = 1.16 (1.00-1.34)] (8)

Daycare attendance Postnatal 14 Small reduced risk of ALL associated with daycare attendance [mOR = 0.76 (0.67-0.87)] (13)

Electromagnetic field exposure Postnatal 9 No association of electromagnetic field exposure >=0.2 µT with ALL [mOR = 1.25 (0.97-1.60)] (15)

Occupational pesticide exposure Pregnancy 5 Strong association of maternal occupational exposure to pesticides during pregnancy and ALL [mOR = 2.64 (1.40-5.00)] (14)

Maternal prenatal vitamins Pregnancy 3 Small reduced risk of ALL associated with maternal prenatal vitamin consumption [mOR = 0.61 (0.50-0.74)] (9)

Paternal smoking Preconception 10 Small association of any paternal preconceptional smoking with ALL [mOR = 1.15 (1.06-1.24)] (12)

Maternal smoking Pregnancy 20 No association of any maternal smoking during pregnancy with ALL [mOR = 1.03 (0.95-1.12)] (10)

*mOR = meta-analytic odds ratio
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Zhang et al, N Engl J Med. 2015

• Germline mutations in cancer-
predisposing genes were 
identified in 8.5% of the children 
and adolescents with cancer 
who participated in this study.

• Family history did not predict the 
presence of an underlying 
predisposition syndrome in most 
patients. 

Germline Mutations in Predisposition Genes in Pediatric Cancer 



Collectively, the accumulated evidence derived from 
epidemiological studies, GWAS, genome sequencing, 
biological scrutiny of the natural history and molec-
ular pathogenesis of BCP- ALL and mechanistic and 
modelling studies provide us with a more substantive 
and credible version of the original7,17 two- hit model 
for childhood ALL, as summarized in FIG.!3. The model 
applies selectively to the common, B cell precursor sub-
set of ALL, although the evidence is currently more 
compelling for the ETV6–RUNX1+ subset of BCP- ALL 
than for the hyperdiploid subset. The rarer pro- B ALL 
in infants appears likely to have a different causation 
and molecular pathogenesis, as does childhood AML 
and childhood lymphoma. There are insufficient data 
for thymic or T!cell precursor ALL (T- ALL) in this 
respect. Other causal associations in leukaemia and 
cancer in general might be revealed or strengthened 
by a focus on well- defined subtypes, as suggested for 
breast cancer138.

The causal mechanism proposed here is multifac-
torial, involving patterns of infection, inherited genet-
ics and other modulators of risk including chance and, 
probably, diet (BOX!4). It has a logical coherence139 and 
is grounded in the fundamental biology of leukaemia 
and evolutionary logic of the immune system net-
work functions. The central thesis posits BCP- ALL 
as a paradox of progress in developed societies con-
tingent upon a mismatch between the historical or 
evolutionary programming of the immune system 
and contemporary lifestyles that restrain opportu-
nities for early- life microbial exposures. Childhood 
ALL is probably not the only unanticipated, dele-
terious health consequence of diminished infec-
tious exposure in infancy93. Similar epidemiological 
associations exist for Hodgkin lymphoma in young 
adults140 as well as for childhood allergies and auto-
immune disease141 (Supplementary Box 4). In all these  
clinical situations, the common theme is that acquisi-
tion of common microbial infections in early life has 
an impact on later responses of the immune system 
to challenge and the subsequent presence or absence 
of pathology93,141,142. Diminished exposure early in 
life to microorganisms that are pathological has 
been highly beneficial, reducing infant mortality, but 
it seems plausible that a suite of illnesses prevalent  
now in young people in more developed societies, 
including BCP- ALL, could be due to an unanticipated 
consequence of this advance93,141.

The infection hypothesis would benefit from fur-
ther scrutiny, including validation and extension of 
the animal modelling, but its public health impli-
cation is clear. Most cases of childhood ALL are 
potentially preventable. But how? Lifestyle changes 
including day care attendance or protracted breast-
feeding in the first year of life can be advocated but 
would be difficult to achieve. A more realistic pros-
pect might be to design a prophylactic vaccine that 
mimics the protective impact of natural infections in 
infancy, correcting the deficit in modern societies. 
Reconstitution or manipulation of the natural micro-
biome143–146 or helminth injections147,148 are strategies 
under consideration for early- life immune disorders 

Step 1: Developmental 
‘error’ in utero

Covert pre-leukaemia

Promoting mutations: 
CNAs or SNVs

Initiating mutation:
ETV6–RUNX1  or
hyperdiploidy

Step 2: Dysregulated immune 
response to infection
(occurs in ~1% of individuals 
with pre-leukaemia)

TGF!

AID, RAG1 and/or RAG2

Birth 1 2–6
Age (years)

ALL

Inherited genetic background

Immune deficit

Fig. 3 | Summary of the two- hit model for role of infections in B cell precursor ALL. 
Genetic, inherited risk alleles are depicted (top of figure) as having effects at any or 
several stages of the stepwise process of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) 
development. Step 1 is the prenatal initiation lesion (ETS translocation variant 6 (ETV6)–
runt- related transcription factor 1 (RUNX1) or hyperdiploidy), which is common (~100 
times clinical ALL frequency) and postulated to arise as a spontaneous, developmental 
error. This generates a clinically silent pre- leukaemic clone that can persist for up to 
14 years. Step 2 is that in a small fraction (~1%) of patients with a covert pre- leukaemic 
clone, an abnormal immune response to one or more common infections triggers 
(probably via transforming growth factor- " (TGF") and possibly other cytokines) 
activation- induced cytidine deaminase (AID) activation, which, in combination with V(D)J 
recombination- activating protein 1 (RAG1) and/or RAG2, induces secondary genetic 
changes (predominantly copy number alterations (CNAs)). This occurs in patients who 
carry a covert pre- leukaemic clone and have a deficit of infectious exposures in infancy. 
The postulated immune deficit in infancy may increase the risk of Step 2 either by failure 
of immune network modulation and/or by affecting the persistence of a pre- leukaemic 
clone. SNV, single nucleotide variant.

mice with ETV6–RUNX1 developed BCP- ALL after 
exposure to common pathogens135. These experiments 
provide evidence, albeit in murine models, that com-
mon infections can have, as predicted, a promotional 
role in ALL.

Another mouse model has provided evidence that 
early stimulation of the immune system can be protec-
tive. Exposure of mice with transgenic E!- Ret or E2A 
(also known as TCF3)–PBX1 to oligodeoxynucleotides 
(which bind to TLR9) at 4 weeks depleted both normal 
and pre- leukaemic precursors and both delayed and 
diminished the risk of progression to ALL136. This effect 
was dependent upon IFN#. By contrast, binding of poly-
inosinic:polycytidylic acid (poly(I:C)), a TLR3 ligand 
that does not induce IFN#, resulted in an expansion 
of the pre- leukaemic cell pool. These data hint that the 
nature of infectious exposures in infancy and responses 
of the innate immune system may influence not only 
subsequent immune responses but also the fate of  
pre- leukaemic cells.

Conclusions: paradoxes of progress

We incline on our evidence to the belief that the 
solution of the problem of leukaemia lies rather  
in some peculiar reaction to infection than in  
the existence of some specific infective agent. 
F. J. Poynton, H. Thursfield and D. Paterson, Great Ormond 
Street Hospital for Sick Children, 1922 (REF.137)

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

www.nature.com/nrc

REV IEWS

Greaves,  Nature Reviews Cancer. 2018

A causal mechanism for childhood 
acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 



One sentence summary 
Clonal expansions within normal kidney tissue, some of which harbor driver 
variants, often precede the most common type of childhood kidney cancer, 
Wilms tumor (nephroblastoma). 
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Historical Landmarks 
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia

• 1860 Würzberg Germany – Maria 
The Cure of Childhood Leukaemia : Into the Age of Miralces John Laszlo Rutgers University Press, New Jersey 1995

• 1948 Boston,  Aminopterin 

• 1972 Memphis, 50% cure rate 



Treatment of paediatric cancer

Most tumours chemo-sensitive

Surgery –goal is usually total removal

Radiotherapy for some tumours



Chemotherapy agents commonly used in paediatric cancer 

Class of drug Examples Mode of action
Alkylating agents Cyclophosphamide 

Buslphan
DNA damaging

Anti-metabolites 6-mercaptopurine
Cytarabine arabinoside

Prevent synthesis of 
normal DNA/RNA 

Anti-tumour antibiotics Daunorubicin
Doxorubicin

Topoisomerase II inhibition

Topoisomerase inhibitors Irinotecan (CPT-11) Topoisomerase I inhibitor

Etoposide Topoisomerase II inhibitor

Vinca alkaloids Vincristine
Vinblastine

Mitotic inhibitors

Glucocorticoids Dexamethasone
Prednisolone 

Poorly understood



Novel agents 
Class Examples Applications 
Tyrosine kinase inhibitors imatinib mesylate 

gefitinib
erlotinib 
Lapatinib
canertinib
sorafenib

ALL, HCC…..

Other small molecules Venetoclax (BCL2) ALL 

Proteosome inhibitors Bortezomib, Cafilzomib ALL

poly-
ADP ribose polymerase 
(PARP) inhibitors 

Olaparib, Veliparib, 
Rucaparib, Talazoparib

? Ewing sarcoma

BRAF inhibitors Vemurafenib dabrafenib Brain tumours, 
Langerhans cell 
histiocytosis, melanoma



Rational development of new drugs for childhood cancer

• Unmet clinical needs 
must be identified
• Prioritisation of drugs 

must occur
• International 

collaboration required 

• Access to drugs remains 
a challenge
• Infrastructure required 

to deliver novel 
therapies in childhood 
cancer



The Immunotherapy revolution

Majzner et al Cancer Cell 2017



Fig. 1 Engineered T cells: design of TCR versus CAR T cells.

Carl H. June et al. Science 2018;359:1361-1365

Copyright © 2018 The Authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. No claim to original U.S. Government Works
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BACKGROUND
In a single-center phase 1–2a study, the anti-CD19 chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) 
T-cell therapy tisagenlecleucel produced high rates of complete remission and was 
associated with serious but mainly reversible toxic effects in children and young 
adults with relapsed or refractory B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL).

METHODS
We conducted a phase 2, single-cohort, 25-center, global study of tisagenlecleucel 
in pediatric and young adult patients with CD19+ relapsed or refractory B-cell ALL. 
The primary end point was the overall remission rate (the rate of complete remission 
or complete remission with incomplete hematologic recovery) within 3 months.

RESULTS
For this planned analysis, 75 patients received an infusion of tisagenlecleucel and 
could be evaluated for efficacy. The overall remission rate within 3 months was 
81%, with all patients who had a response to treatment found to be negative for 
minimal residual disease, as assessed by means of flow cytometry. The rates of 
event-free survival and overall survival were 73% (95% confidence interval [CI], 
60 to 82) and 90% (95% CI, 81 to 95), respectively, at 6 months and 50% (95% CI, 
35 to 64) and 76% (95% CI, 63 to 86) at 12 months. The median duration of remis-
sion was not reached. Persistence of tisagenlecleucel in the blood was observed for 
as long as 20 months. Grade 3 or 4 adverse events that were suspected to be related 
to tisagenlecleucel occurred in 73% of patients. The cytokine release syndrome 
occurred in 77% of patients, 48% of whom received tocilizumab. Neurologic 
events occurred in 40% of patients and were managed with supportive care, and 
no cerebral edema was reported.

CONCLUSIONS
In this global study of CAR T-cell therapy, a single infusion of tisagenlecleucel 
provided durable remission with long-term persistence in pediatric and young 
adult patients with relapsed or refractory B-cell ALL, with transient high-grade 
toxic effects. (Funded by Novartis Pharmaceuticals; ClinicalTrials.gov number, 
NCT02435849.)
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Tisagenlecleucel in B-Cell Lymphoblastic Leukemia

B-Cell Aplasia
All patients with a response to treatment had 
B-cell aplasia, and most patients in the study 
received immunoglobulin replacement in accor-
dance with local practice. The median time to 
B-cell recovery was not reached (Fig. S4 in the 
Supplementary Appendix). The probability of 
maintenance of B-cell aplasia at 6 months after 
infusion was 83% (95% CI, 69 to 91).

Cytokine Response
Among the 75 patients who received tisagenlec-
leucel, transient increases in serum interleu-
kin-6, interferon gamma, and ferritin levels oc-
curred during the cytokine release syndrome 
after infusion; these increases tended to be more 
pronounced in patients with grade 4 cytokine 
release syndrome than in patients with lower 
grades (Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Appendix). 
Similar trends were observed in the levels of 
other cytokines, including interleukin-10, inter-
leukin-12p70, interleukin-1!, interleukin-2, inter-
leukin-4, interleukin-8, and tumor necrosis fac-
tor ". A transient increase in the C-reactive 

protein level was observed in most patients, but 
with large variability.

Safety
The safety analysis set included all 75 patients 
who received an infusion of tisagenlecleucel; the 
median time from infusion to data cutoff was 
13.1 months (range, 2.1 to 23.5). Eighteen pa-
tients (24%) received their infusions in an outpa-
tient setting. All patients had at least one adverse 
event during the study; 71 of 75 patients (95%) 
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Panel A shows the duration of remission, defined as 
the time to relapse after the onset of remission, in the 
61 patients who had a best overall response of either 
complete remission or complete remission with incom-
plete hematologic recovery. Panel B shows event-free 
survival among the 75 patients who received an infusion, 
defined as the time from tisagenlecleucel infusion to 
the earliest of the following events: no response (8 pa-
tients), relapse before response was maintained for at 
least 28 days (2), or relapse after having complete re-
mission or complete remission with incomplete hema-
tologic recovery (17). A total of 32 patients had still not 
had an event at the time of data cutoff. Data for 16 more 
patients were censored for event-free survival — 8 pa-
tients for allogeneic stem-cell transplantation during 
remission, 7 patients for new cancer therapy other than 
stem-cell transplantation during remission (4 received 
humanized anti-CD19 CAR T cells, 1 received ponatinib, 
1 received vincristine sulfate and blinatumomab, and  
1 received antithymocyte globulin), and 1 patient for 
lack of adequate assessment. Ten patients were followed 
for relapse after new therapy, 4 of whom had a relapse 
or died. Panel B also shows overall survival among the 
75 patients who received an infusion from the date of 
tisagenlecleucel infusion to the date of death from any 
cause. Nineteen patients died after tisagenlecleucel in-
fusion, and 56 patients had their data censored at the 
time of the last follow-up. Tick marks indicate the time 
of censoring.
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A CAR-T revolution?



• Ionising radiation damages DNA by interacting 
with lipids and protein signaling pathways 

• Ionising radiation will damage normal and 
cancer cells

• Radiation therapy is especially damaging to 
the developing body (esp. brain)

Biologic Basis of Radiation Therapy
Arno J. Mundt, MD, John C. Roeske, PhD, Theodore D. 
Chung, MD, PhD, and Ralph R. Weichselbaum, MD.
Holland-Frei Cancer Medicine. 6th edition.
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• Children’s Cancer – incidence and survival
• Treatment – past, present and future
• Unmet clinical needs



Chemotherapy – acute toxicity
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Deaths due to recurrence or progression
Among !"#$ deaths due to cancer, #%#% (&%.'%) were 
attributed to recurrence or progression of the original 
cancer, which equated to "#.! (()% confidence interval 
"*.& to "!.() excess deaths per $* *** person years 
(table # ). All types of first primary neoplasms, except 
non-heritable retinoblastoma, were found to have 
excess deaths due to recurrence or progression, but 
noticeable excesses were observed for survivors of CNS 
neoplasms (excluding primitive neuroectodermal 
tumour) (absolute excess risk %".'), CNS primitive neu-
roectodermal tumour ($$).*), leukaemia (excluding 
acute myeloid leukaemia) ()&.$), and bone sarcoma 
(%$.(), where more than )* excess deaths per $* *** 
person years were observed (table ! ). With regards to 
treatment period, the absolute excess risk significantly 
decreased among those treated more recently (P for 
trend <*.*$) (table "); compared with survivors with a 
diagnosis before $(&*, those with a diagnosis from $((* 
to #**% experienced !*% (excess mortality ratio *.!, 
()% confidence interval *.# to *.!) of the excess deaths 
due to recurrence or progression, after adjusting for sex, 
type of first primary neoplasm, age at diagnosis, and 
attained age.

When treatment period was assessed by type of first 
primary neoplasm, survivors of CNS neoplasms 
(excluding primitive neuroectodermal tumour) (P for 
trend <*.*$), CNS primitive neuroectodermal tumour (P 
for trend <*.*$), leukaemia (excluding acute myeloid 
leukaemia) (P for trend <*.*$), acute myeloid leukae-
mia (P for trend *.*#), Hodgkin’s lymphoma (P for 
trend <*.*$), non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (P for trend 
*.*#), and other types of first primary neoplasm (P for 
trend <*.*$) were found to have significantly fewer 
excess numbers of deaths among those with a most 
recent diagnosis, after adjustment (table )). The stron-
gest decline in the excess number of deaths due to 
recurrence or progression was observed for survivors of 

leukaemia ( excluding acute myeloid leukaemia) and 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, as survivors with a diagnosis 
from $((* to #**% experienced $*% (both excess mor-
tality ratios *.$, ()% confidence interval *.* to *.$) of 
the excess number of deaths due to recurrence or pro-
gression observed among those with a diagnosis before 
$(&*; for both types of first primary neoplasm the 
strongest decline in excess number of deaths due to 
recurrence or progression was observed from the treat-
ment period before $(&* to the treatment period of 
$(&*-&(. Survivors of CNS neoplasms (excluding primi-
tive neuroectodermal tumour) with a diagnosis from 
$((* to #**% experienced !*% (excess mortality ratio 
*.!, ()% confidence interval *.! to *.") of the excess 
number of deaths due to recurrence or progression 
observed among those with a diagnosis before $(&*; 
the corresponding percentage for survivors of CNS 
primitive neuroectodermal tumour (*.", *.# to *.)), 
acute myeloid leukaemia (*.", *.* to #.&), and non-Hod-
gkin’s lymphoma (*.", *.# to *.() was "*%.

Deaths due to subsequent primary neoplasms
Survivors of childhood cancer were %.! times (()% con-
fidence interval ).' to %.&) more at risk of death due to a 
subsequent primary neoplasm than expected in the 
general population (table # ). Survivors of CNS primitive 
neuroectodermal tumour and heritable retinoblastoma 
had the greatest risk of death related to subsequent pri-
mary neoplasms, with standardised mortality ratios of 
#$.% (()% confidence interval $%.( to #&.#) and #$.* ($&.* 
to #).)), respectively (table ! ). After adjusting for sex, 
type of first primary neoplasm, age at diagnosis, and 
attained age, there was no statistical evidence of an 
overall decline in the excess numbers of deaths from 
subsequent primary neoplasms with more recent treat-
ment period (P for trend *.$*, table ").

After adjustment, survivors of Wilms’s tumour (P for 
trend *.*#) with a more recent diagnosis experienced a 
lower number of excess deaths due to subsequent pri-
mary neoplasms (table )). Conversely, among survivors 
of soft tissue sarcoma, the excess number of deaths 
from subsequent primary neoplasms increased among 
those with a more recent diagnosis (P for trend *.*"); 
more specifically, survivors of soft tissue sarcoma diag-
nosed during $(&*-&(, $('*-'(, and $((*-#**% experi-
enced &.! times (()% confidence interval $.& to !$.%), ".& 
times, (*.( to #!.&), and %.' times ($.! to !).$) more 
excess deaths due to subsequent primary neoplasms 
than those with a diagnosis before $(&*, respectively. A 
significant positive or negative trend for excess number 
of deaths related to subsequent primary neoplasms was 
not observed with treatment period for any other type of 
first primary neoplasm (all P for trend >*.*)).

Deaths due to non-neoplastic causes
Survivors of childhood cancer were #.( times (()% con-
fidence interval #.& to !.$) more likely to die from a 
non-neoplastic cause of death than expected from the 
general population, which equated to $$.$ (()% confi-
dence interval $*.$ to $#.$) excess deaths due to non-neo-
plastic causes per $* *** person years (table # ). 

Table ! | Observed and expected deaths, standardised mortality ratio, and absolute 
excess risk of speci"c causes of death

Causes of death Observed/expected SMR (#$% CI)
Absolute excess  
risk (#$% CI)

All causes !!"#/!$%.$ $.& ('.$ to $.!) (!.) (().& to ((.*)
Recurrence or progression )()(/%.% NA !).* (!%." to !*.$)
Subsequent primary neoplasm "$#/&)(.$ (.* (#.' to (.") &%.' ($.$ to &&.")
Non-neoplastic &%#!/*(!.% ).$ ()." to *.&) &&.& (&%.& to &).&)
 Circulatory *%%/"'.% *.' (*.! to !.*) *.( (*.% to !.&)
 Respiratory &(!/)!.) (.' (#.' to ".$) ).* (&.' to ).")
 Nervous $'/)*.% !.* (*.# to #.)) &.) (%.$ to &.#)
 Infection ("/$.& ".! (#." to $.!) %.$ (%." to &.))
 Digestive (*/*%.( ).& (&.( to ).() %.# (%.* to %.')
 Perinatal !)/$.# !.! (*.) to (.%) %.# (%.* to %.")
 Endocrine *)/&%.# *.& ().& to !.*) %.* (%.) to %.#)
 Genitourinary *%/*.* $.) ((.) to &*.)) %.! (%.* to %.()
 Musculoskeletal &'/*.% (.% (*.# to $.!) %.) (%.& to %.!)
 Mental &#/&*.* &.& (%.( to &.$) %.% (!%.& to %.&)
 Blood &(/).& ".# (!.* to &).)) %.) (%.& to %.*)
 External* &''/&#&." &.) (&.& to &.!) %.( (%.) to &.%)
 Other )&/#." *." ().* to #.") %.) (%.& to %.!)
SMR=standardised mortality ratio; NA=not applicable.
*Includes deaths due to transportation accidents, falls, drowning, +re, suicide, etc.
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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE
To determine whether modern treatments for cancer 
are associated with a net increased or decreased risk 
of death from neoplastic and non-neoplastic causes 
among survivors of childhood cancer.
DESIGN
Population based cohort study.
SETTING
British Childhood Cancer Survivor Study.
PARTICIPANTS
Nationwide population based cohort of !" "#$ %ve 
year survivors of childhood cancer with a diagnosis 
from &$"' to ('') and followed up until (# February 
('&".
MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES
Cause speci%c standardised mortality ratios and 
absolute excess risks are reported. Multivariable 
Poisson regression models were utilised to evaluate 
the simultaneous e*ect of risk factors. Likelihood ratio 
tests were used to test for heterogeneity or trend.
RESULTS
Overall, ""+, deaths were observed, which was $.& 
($,% con%dence interval #.$ to $.") times that 
expected in the general population, corresponding to 
)".( ($,% con%dence interval )(.& to )).!) excess 
deaths per &' ''' person years. The number of excess 
deaths from all causes declined among those treated 

more recently; those treated during &$$'-('') 
experienced !'% of the excess number of deaths 
experienced by those treated before &$+'. The 
corresponding percentages for the decline in excess 
deaths from recurrence or progression and non-
neoplastic causes were !'% and )'%, respectively. 
Among survivors aged ,'-,$ years, "&% and ((% of 
excess deaths were attributable to subsequent primary 
neoplasms and circulatory conditions, respectively, 
whereas the corresponding percentages among those 
aged )' years or more were !&% and !+%.
CONCLUSIONS
The net e*ects of changes in cancer treatments, and 
surveillance and management for late e*ects, over the 
period &$"' to ('') was to reduce the excess number 
of deaths from both recurrence or progression and 
non-neoplastic causes among those treated more 
recently. Among survivors aged )' years or more, the 
excess number of deaths from circulatory causes 
exceeds the excess number of deaths from subsequent 
primary neoplasms. The important message for the 
evidence based surveillance aimed at preventing 
excess mortality and morbidity in survivors aged )' 
years or more is that circulatory disease overtakes 
subsequent primary neoplasms as the leading cause 
of excess mortality.

Introduction
Long term survivors of childhood cancer remain at an 
increased risk of mortality when compared with that 
expected from the general population.!-"  Previous 
reports have shown that the principal cause of excess 
mortality in the short term is recurrence or progression 
of the initial cancer,!-# $  whereas subsequent primary 
neoplasms and non-neoplastic causes account for the 
majority of excess deaths long term.! % &

Treatment intensity has typically decreased more 
recently for children with a diagnosis of neoplasms with 
relatively good prognosis in order to prevent premature 
morbidity and mortality from treatment related side 
e'ects; conversely, treatment has intensified for neo-
plasms with poor prognoses in order to improve sur-
vival. Few studies have addressed late mortality in 
relation to treatment period,# ( "-) and those that have 
were restricted by narrow treatment time spans, insu*-
cient person years at risk, and small numbers of deaths, 
which limited statistical power and inhibited detailed 
classification and investigation of cause specific deaths.

Thus, in this study we aimed to address these previ-
ous limitations by investigating the risk of late cause 

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
Survivors of childhood cancer are at an increased risk of death compared with the 
general population
The principal cause of excess mortality in the short term is recurrence or 
progression of the initial cancer, whereas subsequent primary neoplasms and 
non-neoplastic causes account for most excess deaths long term
Few previous studies have addressed late mortality in relation to treatment period, 
and those that have were restricted by narrow treatment periods, insu-cient 
person years at risk, and small numbers of deaths, which limited statistical power 
and inhibited detailed classi%cation and investigation of cause speci%c deaths

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
Among survivors of childhood cancer aged at least )' years, !&% and !+% of excess 
numbers of deaths observed were due to subsequent primary neoplasms and 
circulatory conditions, respectively
The net e*ects of changes in cancer treatments, and surveillance and management 
for late e*ects, over the period &$"' to ('') is to reduce the excess number of 
deaths from both recurrence or progression and non-neoplastic causes among 
those treated more recently
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Current challenges in paediatric oncology

• Integration of molecular classification into clinical practice 
• Effective therapy for poor risk tumours
• Effective therapy for relapsed disease
• Reduction of acute toxicity
• Conducting clinical trials in the face of high cure rates in rare disease



support an etiological role for canonical Wnt signaling in

the pathogenesis of this group of tumors, and lead to the

nomenclature of ‘Wnt subgroup medulloblastomas’.

Nearly all of the Wnt medulloblastomas studied to date

have classic histology. Wnt medulloblastomas are fre-

quently described as having CTNNB1 mutations, nuclear

Fig. 2 Comparison of the various subgroups of medulloblastoma including their affiliations with previously published papers on
medulloblastoma molecular subgrouping

Fig. 1 Dendrogram depicting the classification of embryonal tumors
of the cerebellum. Medulloblastomas should be differentiated from
the less common ATRTs and ETANTRs of the cerebellum. Under the
current consensus classification of medulloblastoma four principle
subgroups are identified: Wnt, Shh, Group 3, and Group 4. The
evidence suggests that each of the four principle subgroups will likely
have distinct ‘subsets’ that are biologically and clinically

homogeneous as compared to other subsets from within the same
subgroup. As the nature and number of subsets for each subgroup are
currently unknown, the consensus classification suggests that each
subset be named using a Greek letter (a, b, c, etc.) until such time as
they are sufficiently characterized to be named based on their
molecular etiology
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epigenetic inhibitors. Specifically, dasatinib and nilotinib are identified as promising therapeutics 
for group 2 ATRTs.

INTRODUCTION
Rhabdoid tumors (RT) are highly malignant, multi-lineage neoplasms of early childhood 
originally described in kidneys and soft tissues, but most frequently seen in the CNS where 
they are called atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumors (ATRTs). ATRTs were historically 
considered incurable, and although outcomes have improved with intensified multimodal 
therapy, most patients survive less than 1 year after diagnosis (Chi et al., 2008; Hilden, 2004; 
Lafay-Cousin et al., 2012; Tekautz, 2005).

Biallelic SMARCB1 loss-of-function alterations are diagnostic of all RTs (Versteege et al., 
1998). Up to 35% of ATRTs patients have heritable SMARCB1 alterations, which 
predispose to multiple RTs (Eaton et al., 2011). Indeed, Smarcb1+/− mice also develop soft-
tissue- or neural-crest-derived RTs (Klochendler-Yeivin et al., 2000; Roberts et al., 2002), 
and ATRTs can arise from conditional inactivation of Smarcb1 (Han et al., 2016). 
SMARCB1 is a constitutive component of the SWI/SNF chromatin-remodeling complex, 
which exhibits substantial structural and functional diversity during neurogenesis. Loss of 
SMARCA4 (Hasselblatt et al., 2011), which encodes another component of the SWI/SNF 
complex in some ATRTs, further underscores SWI/SNF-directed epigenetic mechanisms as 
critical in ATRT development. Although cumulative data support a central role for 
SMARCB1 in RT initiation, specific mechanisms driving tumor development remain 
unclear. SMARCB1 deficiency leads to aberrant nucleosomal positioning by the SWI/SNF 
complex and is associated with upregulation of EZH2, a histone methyl transferase of the 
repressive PRC2 complex (Roberts and Orkin, 2004) with consequent deregulation of 
multiple downstream signaling pathways. These observations have led to RT therapies 
targeting EZH2 and other downstream pathways (Kim and Roberts, 2016; Wilson et al., 
2010).
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Abstract Medulloblastoma, a small blue cell malignancy
of the cerebellum, is a major cause of morbidity and mor-

tality in pediatric oncology. Current mechanisms for clinical

prognostication and stratification include clinical factors
(age, presence of metastases, and extent of resection) as well

as histological subgrouping (classic, desmoplastic, and large

cell/anaplastic histology). Transcriptional profiling studies
of medulloblastoma cohorts from several research groups

around the globe have suggested the existence of multiple
distinct molecular subgroups that differ in their demo-

graphics, transcriptomes, somatic genetic events, and

clinical outcomes. Variations in the number, composition,
and nature of the subgroups between studies brought about a

consensus conference in Boston in the fall of 2010. Dis-

cussants at the conference came to a consensus that the
evidence supported the existence of four main subgroups of
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SUMMARY
We recently reported that atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumors (ATRTs) comprise at least two 
transcriptional subtypes with different clinical outcomes; however, the mechanisms underlying 
therapeutic heterogeneity remained unclear. In this study, we analyzed 191 primary ATRTs and 10 
ATRT cell lines to define the genomic and epigenomic landscape of ATRTs and identify subgroup-
specific therapeutic targets. We found ATRTs segregated into three epigenetic subgroups with 
distinct genomic profiles, SMARCB1 genotypes, and chromatin landscape that correlated with 
differential cellular responses to a panel of signaling and epigenetic inhibitors. Significantly, we 
discovered that differential methylation of a PDGFRB-associated enhancer confers specific 
sensitivity of group 2 ATRT cells to dasatinib and nilotinib, and suggest that these are promising 
therapies for this highly lethal ATRT subtype.

In Brief
Torchia et al. show that atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumors (ATRTs) are composed of three 
epigenetic subgroups that correlate with differential cellular responses to a panel of signaling and 
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